Staithes Coastal Strategy
Appendix K
Technical Report #5 – Coastal Defences Overview

Overview
The Coastal Defences within the Staithes Coastal Strategy area comprise primarily of natural steep cliff
coastline with built coastal defence structures located within Staithes Harbour, bounded by the North
and South breakwater structures.

Assets
The coastal defence assets within the study area have been highlighted in Figure 1 Map 1 Scarborough
Borough Council Frontage.
Based on the council boundaries, ownership of Coastal Assets around the town of Staithes is split
between Redcar and Cleveland Council and Scarborough Borough Council.



Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council frontage within the study area extends from
Redhouse Nab in the East, to the left-hand1 bank of Staithes Beck. This frontage comprises
primarily natural cliffs, with local rock armour defences, and a variety of natural and built
defences along the river bank.



Scarborough Borough Council frontage within the study area extends from the hard defences
along the right-hand bank of Staithes Beck and within Staithes Harbour (comprising of various
flood walls, Staithes Harbour Breakwaters, rock armour protection, slipways, groynes), via
natural cliffs extending east/southeast to Thorndale Shaft.

1

References to left and right with respect to Staithes Beck consider the channel when viewed looking out to
sea.
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Inspections
Royal HaskoningDHV conducts regular monitoring of the study frontage as part of the Cell 1 Regional
Coastal Monitoring Project, including walkover inspections covering both built and natural assets
every two years. The most recent Cell 1 walkover survey was carried out in August 2018.
Results from the most recent 2018 walk-over inspections as part of the Cell 1 Regional Coastal
Monitoring Programme are summarised below:

There is little change since the previous (2016) inspections in the condition grading of the
defences within Staithes harbour, with the overall classification generally ranging from fair to
poor.
The rock armour to the harbour breakwaters remains mostly in good condition but the concrete
piers and sea wall structures within the harbour are abraded in places and, where used, steel
sheet piling is generally heavily corroded. The North Breakwater has undercutting on the innerfacing side, perhaps caused or exacerbated by propeller thrust.
Some of the structures extending into the beck as either riverside walls or property walls are
locally in poor condition, despite obvious previous repairs. Typical defects include voids, missing
blockwork and undercutting.

For the Cell 1 Coastal Monitoring Project, the frontage is split into a number of ‘asset lengths’, as
defined in the National Flood and Coastal Defence database (NFCDD) that was established by the
Environment Agency. The asset references are shown in Figure 1 and are referred to throughout this
report.
As part of the present study, walkover surveys were undertaken on 3rd and 17th September 2019. The
weather experienced during the inspections was fine with good visibility and there were no access
issues. The conditions identified in the August 2018 survey are still accurate with little to no change
identified.
360 degree videos have been captured as part of the September 2019 walkover surveys. A link to view
this information is provided in the References Section.
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Overview Plans
Asset plans have been produced to highlight the locations and asset conditions of both the Redcar
and Cleveland Borough Council coastal assets and the Scarborough Borough Council coastal assets.
These maps have been provided as an Appendix to this Technical Report.

Extract from Cell 1 Regional Coastal Monitoring Programme
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Asset Condition Summary
The condition of the various coastal defence assets is summarised below;
NFCDD Number

Description

Condition

Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council Assets
1221D901D0401C01
1221D901D0402C02
1221D901D0402C03
1221D901D0402C06
-

Western Foreshore (Cowbar Nab)
Rock Armour South of North Breakwater
RNLI Slipway
Left Hand Bank Downstream of
Footbridge/Upstream of RNLI Slipway
Left Bank Upstream of Footbridge

Fair Condition
Good Condition
Fair Condition
Fair Condition
Good Condition

Scarborough Borough Council Assets
1221D901D0402C04
1221D901D0402C22
1221D901D0402C05
1221D901D0403C07
1221D901D0403C01
1221D901D0403C02
1221D901D0403C05
1221D901D0403C06

Right Bank Upstream of Footbridge
Harbour Sea Wall
Harbour Sea Wall
Harbour Sea Wall
Cod and Lobster Slipway
Harbour Sea Wall
Harbour Sea Wall
Harbour Sea Wall
Harbour Sea Wall

Good Condition
Fair Condition
Fair Condition
Fair Condition
Fair Condition
Fair Condition
Fair Condition
Fair Condition
Fair Condition

1221D901D0403C04
1221D901D0403C03
1221D901D0402C01

Inner Harbour Breakwater
South Breakwater
North Breakwater

Good Condition
Good Condition
Fair Condition

Further details on the condition of the coastal assets can be obtained by reviewing the information
below and by reviewing the Coastal Asset Plans alongside the 360 Degree Videos from the Site
Walkover Survey (2019).
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Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council Assets
1221D901D0401C01 Western Foreshore
Although there are no specific coastal defence assets within this area there are two lengths of rock
armour revetment that provide local protection to the cliff toe adjacent to ‘pinchpoints’ on Cowbar
Lane. The western revetment is located at the cliff toe at the Sandy Wyke pinchpoint approximately
adjacent to the junction of Cleveland Way and Cowbar Lane. The eastern revetment is located at the
cliff toe at the Cowbar Cottages pinchpoint approximately adjacent to the northern row of Cowbar
Cottages. It is assumed that the revetments were constructed as part of the 2002 scheme at Staithes
harbour. Both structures are approximately 40m in length with a crest level approximately 4m above
foreshore level. The first two to three rows of rock are the largest (in several cases estimated in excess
of 20 tonnes) and the first row appears to be keyed into a trench in the foreshore (visible in the east
revetment however not evident in the west revetment as the toe is obscured by high beach levels).
The crest level of the structures is relatively low, and the length of cliff protected short, so it appears
they were designed as an adaptive measure to slow the rate of erosion locally.
The rock armour revetments are in fair condition and appear to comprise a mixture of imported
granite in lower layers and smaller, locally sourced rock in upper layers. The revetments have a
consistent profile and there is no evidence of significantly displaced rocks or voids beyond those
intended. Material/debris was present on the crest of both revetments suggesting ongoing erosion
of the cliff/slopes above. An unidentified service (appears to comprise approximately 100mm
diameter black plastic pipe/cable) extends from an exposed duct approximately mid-height of the cliff,
above the centre of the east revetment.

September 2019 Site Visit. Cowbar Cottages pinchpoint rock revetment
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September 2019 Site Visit. Sandy Wyke pinchpoint rock revetment

Typical section of two rock revetments from Sandy Wyke to the turn of the road into Cowbar Bank
(from High Point Rendel, 1999)
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On the upper cliffs/slopes along Cowbar Lane, cliff top stabilisation works are present above the rock
revetments at Sandy Wyke and Cowbar Cottages pinchpoints. The areas over which the mesh is
installed appear relatively stable, with a good coverage of well-established vegetation. Metal
fencing/guardrail is present along the edge of the slope in the meshed areas.

September 2019 Site Visit. Meshing installed to upper cliff at Sandy Wyke pinchpoint.

When viewing the Sandy Wyke pinchpoint from
foreshore level, a section of pipe is visible
extending down from the netted area. Details
are unknown but this may be a sub-surface drain
associated with the local slope stabilisation
system.
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1221D901D0402C01 North Breakwater
The North Breakwater is located on the left bank of Staithes Beck, however Redcar and Cleveland
Borough Council does not own the asset. This asset, together with the other breakwaters in Staithes
harbour are owned by Crown Estates. (and leased to Scarborough Borough Council).
Information on this asset has been captured separately in the Staithes Harbour Breakwaters Section.
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1221D901D0402C02 Rock Armour South of North Breakwater
The rock armour revetment running south from the North Breakwater to the end of Cowbar Lane
(/0402C02) was constructed after the 2002 upgrade to the main breakwaters. This extends for 80m
and is generally in good condition. The crest level at the northern extent appears to be slightly lower,
exposing the concrete walkway to the rear. It is not clear if rock armour has been displaced or if the
revetment has undergone a larger scale movement/settlement. The rock revetment profile varies
locally to accommodate a flapped outfall adjacent to the Yorkshire Water Pumping Station.

September 2019 Site Visit. Rock armour between RNLI Slipway (Left) and North Breakwater (Right)

September 2019 Site Visit. Flapped outfall pipe amongst rock armour adjacent to the Yorkshire Water Pumping Station.

The short section of seawall which is exposed at the southern end of the rock armour, adjacent to the
slipway, is in fair condition, with evidence of local abrasion of the vertical faces and the crest and
cracking and open joints between concrete blocks.
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September 2019 Site Visit. Rock Armour and Seawall interface at RNLI Slipway

1221D901D0402C03 RNLI Slipway
The defences that extend into the northern side of Staithes Beck are split into two asset lengths
(/0402C03 and /0402C06), with the intersection at the west side of the RNLI slipway.
The eastern section (/0402C03) which extends for 65m is in fair overall condition and includes: the
slipway with gabion baskets beneath and a vertical concrete wall to the rear, tapering into a stone
blockwork wall at the landward end of the slipway.
The gabions are in a fair condition despite some settlement/undercutting evident along with
weathering of timber piles. Underneath the slipway and behind the line of gabions, the wall shows
signs of small voids.

September 2019 Site Visit. Gabions underneath RNLI Slipway

The stone masonry wall is in poor condition along its length, with open joints between blocks and one
large void caused by a missing block. Masonry has continued to erode since the 2016 and 2018
surveys, leaving the mortar standing proud. The concrete wall to the rear of the slipway appears in
fair condition along its landward section, but in poor condition further seaward with long longitudinal
cracks and cold joints.
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September 2019 Site Visit. Masonry wall at RNLI Slipway

September 2019 Site Visit. Seawall at RNLI Slipway
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1221D901D0402C06 Left Hand Bank Downstream of Footbridge/Upstream of RNLI Slipway
The walls between the RNLI slipway and the footbridge over Staithes Beck (/0402C06) extend for
approximately 100m and comprise a variety of masonry and concrete blockwork structures which are
generally in a fair condition.
This is reduced to poor condition locally with missing mortar, concrete spalling, exposed aggregate,
settlement of blockwork and exposure of the toe (small/boulder sized rock scour protection appears
to have been largely washed away).
The more recently constructed wall immediately in front of the RNLI building is in good condition, but
there is a gap in the older stone blockwork wall at its interface with the newer wall which could
compromise overall stability if voiding occurs behind. Reported in 2018, the external dimensions of
this void do not appear to have increased.

September 2019 Site Visit. Right Bank Walls upstream of RNLI Slipway

Along this length of wall, there is a non-return value present which is in poor condition and appears
to have seized shut. There is evidence of undercutting /potential fracture at the base of the non-return
valve.

September 2019 Site Visit. Non-return Valve
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Left Bank Upstream of Footbridge
Upstream of the Staithes Beck footbridge on the left bank, there are notable structures which do not
constitute coast protection assets in the present inspections but are included here for wider interest.
The structures along the left bank consist of a slipway, concrete wall, sections of rock armour and a
collapsed section of the previous footbridge abutment. The left bank is generally in fair condition with
local areas reduced to poor condition.
The area of the slipway and footbridge abutment is in fair condition. There is evidence of undercutting
around the base of the footbridge abutment and walls adjacent have gaps in mortar joints which
require repointing.

September 2019 Site Visit. Slipway / Footbridge Abutment Left Bank

Following a rock fall, work was undertaken by Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council in 2013 to
stabilise the 10m section of cliff. Works undertaken involved the construction of a section of masonry
clad wall along with the installation of soil nails to provide stabilisation to the section of cliff and
reduce further risk of rockfalls in this area. This section of cliff is in good condition with no evidence
of damage to the wall or the rock armour extending across the wall and left bank.
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September 2019 Site Visit. Slipway / Footbridge Abutment Left Bank

Extract from engineering drawing showing 2013 works.
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Rock armour has been installed along the section of cliff in front of the wall and extends 110m
upstream. This is in good condition, however stability should continue to be monitored.

September 2019 Site Visit. Left Bank Rock Armour

Immediately downstream of the ford stepping stones, there is a collapsed structure which appears to
be remnants of an old bridge/footbridge. This is in poor condition due to the evidence of
scour/undercutting. There appears to be no imminent risk, but this section should continue to be
monitored.

September 2019 Site Visit. Collapsed Bridge Structure
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Scarborough Borough Council Assets
Right Bank Upstream of Footbridge
Similar to the opposite left bank, upstream of the Staithes Beck footbridge the right bank comprises
several structures consisting of masonry walls, gabion walls and a concrete slipway which do not
constitute coast protection assets in the present inspections but are included here for wider interest.
The Staithes harbour wall is made up of different sections of walls, built at different times using a
variety of materials and methods.
As part of the Staithes Urgent Harbour Wall Improvements 2012 project, remedial works included
repairing scour protection, re-facing of concrete, re-pointing of masonry, in-filling of voids,
replacement of damaged / missing masonry blocks etc. The September 2019 site survey confirms that
overall the walls in this section are in good condition with several local areas which would benefit
from maintenance/repair such as repointing, vegetation clearance and concrete surfacing.
Immediately downstream of the ford stepping stones on the inside of the river bend, there are signs
of deposition of material along the face of the wall on the right bank. This should continue to be
monitored.

September 2019 Site Visit. Right Bank Wall signs of deposition on bend

Other notable structures include a section of gabion wall (approximately 18m long), which was
constructed as part of the Urgent Wall Improvements 2012 project. The gabion walls are generally in
in good condition.
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September 2019 Site Visit. Gabion Walls on Right Bank

Right Hand Bank Downstream of Footbridge
1221D901D0402C04 / 1221D901D0402C22 Wall / 1221D901D0402C05 Wall / 1221D901D0403C07 /
1221D901D0403C02 / 1221D901D0403C01 / 1221D901D0403C05 / 1221D901D0403C06

Downstream of the footbridge, the right bank defences are of a similar nature to those upstream of
the footbridge, comprising walls, slipways, steps and groynes.
This area was also addressed as part of the Staithes Urgent Harbour Wall Improvements 2012 project
and there is evidence of previous repairs having been undertaken. The structures in this section are
generally in fair condition, locally this reduces to poor condition, with sections of open joints,
abrasion, cracking and vegetation growth which would benefit from maintenance/repair.
The walls continue as a series of masonry blockwork walls, often exterior walls of private properties
(/0402C22), which continue to display visible loss of mortar causing open joints and missing blocks. It
is recognised that some previous repairs have been undertaken, but deterioration continues.
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September 2019 Site Visit. Photos showing various sections along the harbour sea walls downstream of the footbridge
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The masonry blockwork side walls to the main slipway are in poor condition, with missing blocks, open
joints and some undermining at the toe. Some of the open joints are in an area of previous repair and
need to be re-filled. The western aspect is partially obscured by vegetation cover, however appears to
be in slightly worse condition with deeper joints throughout and potentially more open joints than the
eastern aspect.

September 2019 Site Visit. Slipway (upper image shows West aspect; lower image shows East aspect)
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Whilst repairs and improvements have previously been undertaken to the sea wall west of the Cod &
Lobster (/0403C05), the wall remains heavily abraded and cracked in places, although in fair overall
condition. There is notable cracking and loss of render at the interface between adjacent seawall
sections. The concrete groyne (/0403C07), limiting sediment movement within the harbour is in fair
condition.

September 2019 Site Visit. Seawall adjacent to Cod & Lobster

The seawalls extending to the Staithes Harbour Office (/0403C01 and /0403C02) are in fair condition,
with previous repairs to cracks appearing to be holding well. However, there is one full height vertical
crack at the interface of adjacent wall sections which needs to be filled. There is exposure of aggregate
along the length of the wall and local cracking of the promenade above. The concrete access steps are
in fair condition. The concrete slipway and adjacent boat storage area at Staithes Harbour Office
remain in good condition with some loss of joint filler, minor abrasion at exposed edges and at
construction joints.

September 2019 Site Visit. Seawall adjacent to Cod & Lobster
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1221D901D0501C01 Eastern Foreshore
While this stretch of natural steep cliff coastline has been identified as a NFCDD Asset for Scarborough
Borough Council, there are no specific coastal defence assets/elements within this area.

Staithes Harbour Breakwaters
The breakwaters which form part of the Staithes Harbour are under Crown Estates ownership but
leased to Scarborough Borough Council.
Staithes Harbour is sheltered by the two concrete breakwaters which are protected by rock armour
revetments along the outer/seaward face. The breakwaters date back to the 1920s but have had three
phases of upgrades since 1989 which improved the structural condition and long term stability.
These works involved:


Phase 1: placement of 3-6 tonne rock armour at a 1:3 slope along seaward face of the north
breakwater with crest elevation of +3.4m. The gap between the north breakwater and the cliff
was closed by a rubble mound structure. This phase was constructed in 1989-90.



Phase 2: placement of 3-6 tonne rock armour at a 1:3 slope along seaward face of the south
breakwater with crest elevation of +3.4m. The gap between the south breakwater and the
cliff was closed by a rubble mound structure. This phase was constructed in 1991-92.



Phase 3: Originally proposed as a large rock groyne and rock revetment within the harbour,
this phase was changed due to environmental and public considerations. The scheme
constructed consisted of raising the crest level of both the north and south breakwaters to
+5.4m with 10 tonne rock, construction of a mass concrete spur from the south breakwater
into the harbour with 10 tonne rock on outer face. In addition, a rock beach along the northern
edge of the harbour at Cowbar Nab was constructed with 1 tonne rock at a 1:4 slope above
the MHWS tidal level. The scheme was substantially completed in 2002, with some
outstanding works carried out in 2005.

These improvements made to the breakwaters contributed to reducing the probability from the 1 year
return period storm to approximately 50 year return period storm.
The completion of the Phase 3 Harbour Improvement Scheme in 2002 provided a minimum design life
of 50 years to the breakwaters. Given the 50 year design life, the scheme is now in year 17 and overall
the breakwaters are in a good condition with a few notable locations of defects (cracks, corrosion of
sheet pile etc.).
RHDHV have been unable to obtain any construction drawings, H&S File or other similar detailed
records of the breakwaters. It is assumed that they are mass concrete structures which have been
raised / altered with reinforced concrete sections. It is also assumed that the steel sheet piles around
the bull nose sections are sacrificial formwork (non-structural elements) and that mass concrete has
been poured behind them. These assumptions should be verified before undertaking any further
repairs, modifications or improvements.
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1221D901D0402C01 North Breakwater
The North Breakwater (/0402C01) extends for approximately 200m and consist of a concrete
breakwater with supporting rock armour to the outer/seaward face.
This breakwater is in fair condition overall, but certain elements are poor. The rock armour added in
2002 to the seaward face and extending around the seaward end of the breakwater mostly remains
in good condition, tightly packed and maintaining a consistent profile, however two crest blocks are
missing (approx. 30m from landward end and approx. 10m from seaward end).

September 2019 Site Visit. North Breakwater

There appears to have been some historic movement of rock armour at the eastern extent of the
structure where a gap/low spot in the armour at crest level appears to coincide with high block(s) at
the toe. This has been observed previously and the rock armour appears stable. Steel handrails are in
good condition throughout.
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Thirty metres from the landward extent of the structure, the deck splits into two levels, with the lower
level having cracking and abrasion in places. There is also abrasion, significant in localised patches,
and rust-staining along parts of the inner-facing edge of the North Breakwater’s deck and wall. The
eastern-most sixty metres, (beyond the first elbow) is more significantly affected.

September 2019 Site Visit. North Breakwater

Twenty metres from the eastern end of the breakwater there is a crack which runs the full width of
the deck and the full thickness of the crest wall suggesting a previous global movement. The crack has
previously been filled with sealant, however this is now largely been washed-out/lost.

September 2019 Site Visit. North Breakwater

The sheet piling on the inner face of the east end of the breakwater is heavily corroded with significant
loss of section in the uppermost 2m. Undercutting to the inner-facing side of the North Breakwater
wall was previously reported in 2016 and 2018 inspections and this was still evident, however even at
low spring tide, the toe of the structure remained submerged to prevent detailed inspection. Similar
undercutting was also evident towards the landward end of the structure. It is assumed that the sheet
piles may have served as permanent formwork during the construction of the concrete breakwater
and as such continue to provide a degree of protection to the outer surface of the concrete but are
otherwise of limited structural significance.
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September 2019 Site Visit. North Breakwater Inner Face Sheet Piling

At the landward end of the structure, a concrete access ramp is incorporated, with concrete baffles to
dissipate the energy of waves running up the ramp. The rock armour revetment incorporates a gap at
the foot of the ramp before extending to meet the cliff.
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1221D901D0403C03 South Breakwater
The South Breakwater of Staithes harbour (/0403C03) is approximately 150m in length and consists of
a concrete breakwater with supporting rock armour to the outer/seaward face.
The breakwater is in good condition overall, although there is minor abrasion and spalling at the
access steps and around construction joints and one local area of cracking at the edge of the deck and
wall on the lower (inner-most) deck of the structure. This may have been caused by an impact from a
vessel (noting local deformation of guardrail tube). Steel guardrails generally appeared to be in good
condition. The seaward end of the concrete breakwater structure is marked by access steps.
The rock armour revetment appears to be in good condition with generally consistent crest level and
slope profiles. Several smaller rock armour pieces appear to have been lifted/displaced and are sitting
on top of the larger armour. Four small rock armour pieces were laying on the concrete crest (outer
limb of the structure) having been displaced from the rock armour crest.
A rock armour fillet is present between the landward end of the South Breakwater and the cliff
(approximately 15m length) and extending to the Inner Harbour Breakwater. The rock structure has
several blocks displaced locally and sitting slightly seaward of the majority of the rock but the defence
is generally in good condition.

September 2019 Site Visit. South Breakwater Displaced rock armour pieces

September 2019 Site Visit. Rock Armour fillet between South Breakwater and cliffs
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1221D901D0403C04 Inner Harbour Breakwater
The inner harbour concrete breakwater (/0403C04) extends for 38m and is situated between the
South Breakwater and eastern cliff, with an adjacent section of rock armour revetment.
The inner breakwater remains in good condition with the exception of a crack which is located at the
crest on the inside/south face. At approximately mid-length, a crack extends the full width of the insitu deck and aligns with vertical cracks in the walls however these appear to be historic and do not
suggest continued global movement/displacement. Steel guardrails appeared to be in good condition.

September 2019 Site Visit. Inner Harbour Breakwater
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Storm Damage Review
On Monday 30th September 2019 it was reported at the October Staithes Coastal Strategy Project
Steering Group Meeting that there was a significant storm event which resulted in wave overtopping
on the harbour walls, breakwaters and flood waters reaching almost to the door of the RNLI lifeboat
stations.
RHDHV were commissioned to carry out a repeat survey to compare the asset survey photographs
from September 3rd and 17th with the current condition follow the storm.
A walkover survey was carried out on 31st October 2019 which included;




The Cliff Face and Crest in front of Cowbar Cottages.
The North and South Breakwater Rock Revetments.
The North and South Breakwater Structures.

Cliff Face and Crest - Cowbar Cottages
There did not appear to be any evidence of recent erosion, undercutting or slips to the toe, mid section
of the cliff or the grassed upper soil/till slopes. There were no observed recent falls of stone or rock
and no recent staining indicating spills of glacial till material down the face. When observed from the
road, there was sign of any significant loss of grassed soil/till to the top of the cliff.
Figure 2 below show comparative photographs from 3rd September 2019 and 31st October 2019
walkover surveys.

North and South Breakwater Rock Revetments
There are two missing rocks on the crest of the breakwaters, which had previously been identified in
the September surveys and previous Cell1 Asset Surveys.
There some fragments of broken and displaced stone on the southern breakwater crest, but again
these were identified in the September survey.
There does not therefore appear to have been any significant changes to the rock revetment profile
or condition as a result of the storm in October 2019.

North and South Breakwater Structures
There are numerous cracks, concrete spalling, rust staining and surface deterioration of the walls and
slabs on the North Breakwater.
Figure 3 below shows typical comparisons from September 3rd 2019 to October 31st 2019. There seems
to be no significant increase in deterioration between these dates. The rust staining is likely to be
caused by corrosion of the reinforcement steel within the raised wall sections, probably due to
inadequate cover between the steel reinforcement and concrete face. This will in time result in
increased damage and loss of strength of the wall as the steel bars corrode and expand, causing the
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concrete to crack. Steel can expand by up to six times its volume as it rusts, creating huge pressure
forces which lead to the concrete blowing out or spalling as it cracks.
Figure 2: Cliff Below Cowbar Cottages – Storm Damage Comparison
3rd September 2019
31st October 2019

3rd September 2019

31st October 2019

3rd September 2019

31st October 2019
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Figure 3: North Breakwater – Storm Damage Comparison
3rd September 2019
31st October 2019

3rd September 2019

31st October 2019

Figure 4 – Cracks and Deterioration of Concrete Walls and Slabs on North Breakwater

Figure 4 above shows further deterioration at the end of the northern breakwater. Again, this damage
does not seem to have been accelerated by the recent storm.
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The sheet piles around the faces of the northern breakwater are heavily corroded. It is not believed
that these are structural piles; it is assumed that they are sacrificial formwork to allow concrete to be
poured behind them. Therefore the rust and loss of thickness is not necessarily a structural issue, more
a visual and health and safety issue. The piles may however be important as a means of preventing
scour beneath the mass concrete harbour structure itself. It is recommended that further investigation
is carried out to assess whether these piles are structurally important, this could be achieved through
taking cores through the structure and other similar investigations.
Figure 5 below shows image of the corroded steel sheet piles and the concrete that is exposed as they
are deteriorating.
Figure 5 – Deterioration of Steel Sheet Piles – North Breakwater

The Southern Breakwater is in much better condition, with only minor damage and defects to steps,
which were noted prior to the October 2019 storm.
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Summary & Recommendations
There does not appear to have been any significant acceleration or localised damage caused by the
October 2019 storm.
However, it is recommended that;
1. Further investigation and repairs are carried out to the northern breakwater walls and floor
slabs to mitigate the risk of wall failure and to understand the causes of the fractures in the
floor slabs. Further deterioration of the walls could result in the loss of the upper rock
revetment stones which are braced against this wall and therefore ‘push’ against it as a result
of wave action.
2. The cracks and spalling in the floor slabs are also trip hazards and should be infilled / repaired
for public safety and operator safety reasons.
3. The corroding sheet piles should be cut back where they pose a risk of cutting injury to the
general public.
4. Investigations should be carried out to assess whether the steel sheet piles are structural
members and whether they are important for preventing under-cutting and scour of the
structure.
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Health & Safety Concerns
As mentioned in the Storm Damage Review above, there are some H&S concerns that we have in
terms of damage to the northern breakwater concrete deck which has left trip hazards, protruding
corroding steel pile tops (sharp) which we have recommended be addressed. There are also broken
steps on the southern breakwater which require repairs.
We are also concerned that the handrails have no lower horizontal rail and also step out from the
deck – leaving a potential gap to fall through. See Figure 6 below.
We have spoken to the RNLI and the Harbour Master and they have both reported that as recently
as this year people have been either swept off the breakwaters or knocked down and managed to
cling on the mid-rail to avoid being swept over the wall. Ref RNLI volunteer. The lifeboat has had to
rescue someone who got swept off the breakwater who then attempted to sue the harbour board –
in this case the judge did not support their claim. This person had significant life-changing injuries
and was claiming a requirement for full-time care. Ref Harbour Master.
A family also had to be rescued from the breakwater as the sea came in over the slipway at the
connection to Cowbar Nab and left them stranded on the breakwater. Ref Harbour Master.
Figure 6 – Handrail H&S Concerns
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On the southern breakwater there is a high level walkway with no handrailings, albeit that it only has
a fall of about 1m, see photo below.
The southern breakwater also has splayed-out handrails with no lower horizontal railing.

In addition to the suggested repairs we would recommend that a Public Safety Risk Assessment be
carried out in conjunction with RNLI, Harbour Master, R&C and SBC councils, which should include in
its considerations;
1. Should the breakwaters be closed at certain high tides / storms / surge tides? Install a gate
or barrier which can be closed by the Harbour Master or RNLI?
2. Should the splayed-out handrails be replaced with new ones which have a lower rail and are
better positioned to prevent people, dogs, children etc from falling off the breakwater? (or
fit a lower rail to the existing railings).
As climate change continues to increase sea levels, wave heights and frequency of storms then the
risk to the public will increase. This is then coupled with an increased risk to the RNLI and other
emergency services who are called upon to carry out rescues.
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Appendix A – Coastal Defence Asset Plans
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